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hough there are many
crucial issues in our world
today that move our hearts
and deserve our attention, we know
that if we do not end fossil fuel use
and immediately transform the
climate crisis we have helped
create, and also conscientiously
work to dismantle all nuclear
weapons, a certain, horrifying,
imminent end awaits God’s creation.

THESE CRISES MUST BECOME OUR IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES,
AS TIME IS RAPIDLY RUNNING OUT
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A STATEMENT ON THE UKRAINE CONFLICT:
A CALL TO PEACE AND AN END TO WAR

We are anti-war. We believe war is a moral failure stemming from our unwillingness to actively work for peace. From the individual to the collective national
level, the prioritizing of shortsighted self-interest has created this crisis.
People throughout the world have suffered historically from reactionary violence backed by global powers. We believe the Ukrainians are victims of this
horrible violence because of the conflict among the “superpowers” U.S., Russia, and their allies. We stand with all victims of this war, including the often
overlooked on all sides of the conflict.

The prospect of nuclear war brings an additionally horrifying element to this crisis. We continue to stand for dismantling nuclear weapons and total disarmament,
because as long as nuclear weapons remain on earth, this is the inevitable end game.
We recognize that governments and individuals have made swift and hospitable responses to many Ukrainian refugees, but it is also clear that the evils of
racism and xenophobia continue to influence whose safety is prioritized. Too often, those fleeing violence face these evils instead of the support and protection
all human beings deserve. We must do better for refugees of ALL races, religions, and ethnicities.
We know the first casualty of war is the truth, and it is the unique responsibility of the media to depict complicated issues in their entirety. Particularly in a
globalized, militarized world, any media that fails to do this must be called out and corrected. As the Russian people are being lied to through state-sponsored
media, we also must acknowledge the interests of our corporate news sources and act with skepticism towards the claims they both make.
While this conflict is the result of Russian aggression, it would be irresponsible and unproductive not to name the role the U.S. and NATO play here, both in
supporting the overthrow of Ukrainian elected President Viktor Yanukovych, and in stockpiling various weapons around the western borders of Russia.
We are grateful for the model of those who, in the face of overwhelming odds, have decided courageously to resist nonviolently, including those in Russia
who have risked arrest and many years in prison for protesting against this war. For the good of our world, the future of our descendants, and for the sake of
our very souls, we believe there has never been a better time to invest in peace.
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FROM CLIMATE CHANGE TO CLIMATE
CRISIS TO CLIMATE CATASTROPHE:
ARE WE FACING ECOCIDE?

By: MICHELE NAAR-OBED

“If all mankind were to disappear,
the world would regenerate back
to the rich state of equilibrium that
existed 10,000 years ago. If insects
were to vanish, the environment
would collapse into chaos.”
E.O. Wilson, Biologist

I

s this what we need to come to
in order for the Earth to heal
and regenerate? Does humankind need to disappear? Do we
humans need to be banished from
the web of life because we are too
preoccupied with ourselves and what
we want and what we have convinced ourselves we need in order to
survive? Can we not see that these
needs for survival are actually killing
our chances to survive?
The climate crisis is felt all around
the planet. In “2021: A Year of
Climate Crisis in Review” (The
Guardian, December 2021), the
author takes us through each month
where the common theme of floods,
droughts, fires, and temperatures
have been the worst recorded in
decades, having increased in severity
exponentially. In August 2021, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) warned that climate
change was unequivocally caused
by human activity, and many of the
impacts are now irreversible.
In “The Fuse Has Been Blown,’
and, The Doomsday Glacier Is
Coming For Us All” (Rolling Stone,
December, 2021), Jeff Goodell writes,
“New data suggests a massive collapse of the Thwaites Antarctic ice
shelf is in as little as five years.” “We
are dealing with an event that no human has ever witnessed,” says one scientist. “We have no analog for this.”
Goodell goes on to say, “The West
Antarctic ice sheet is one of the
most important tipping points in the
Earth’s climate system. If Thwaites
Glacier collapses, it opens the door
for the rest of the West Antarctic ice
sheet to slide into the sea. Globally,
250 million people live within three
feet of high tide lines. Ten feet of sea
level rise would be a world-bending
catastrophe. It is not only goodbye
Miami, but goodbye to virtually every
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low-lying coastal city in the world.”
The Western developed nations
have been at the forefront of the
exacerbation of the climate crisis. In
“Darwin's Natural Heir” (The Guardian, 2001), biologist E.O. Wilson,
in speaking of the West, warns, “We
live in a delusional state.” “The
United States in particular imposes
a horrendous burden on the world.
We have this wonderful standard
of living but it comes at enormous
cost.” He further states, “To bring
the world’s six billion people using
today’s technology up to the level of
the average American will require
four more Planet Earths.”
As the U.N. Climate Change
Conference (Cop26) held in Glasgow
in October 2021 approached, “Blah
blah blah” was what Greta Thunberg
called the promises from global leaders around the world to tackle climate
change, pointing out that carbon
emissions were still on track to rise
16% by 2030. As for U.S., President
Joe Biden, he was barely able to get
any kind of agreement on his “Build
Back Better” package that was almost
completely derailed by Senator Joe
Manchin, from West Virginia.
Here in Minnesota, the Anishinaabe
people, and allies, went head to head
with foreign corporate fossil fuel giant
Enbridge Energy to stop the expansion and relocation of the Line 3 tar

sands oil pipeline that cuts through
pristine waterways and forests
around the headwaters of the Mississippi River. The Mississippi
River connects to Lake Superior, the
world’s largest freshwater lake. Lake
Superior, one of the five Great Lakes,
holds ten percent of the world’s
fresh water. It is the cleanest of the
Great Lakes and is drinkable. All
of this is at great risk if and when a
spill occurs as a result of a pipeline
rupture. And Enbridge’s track record
for spills and safety violations is
abominable. It was predicted at least
a decade ago that future wars will not
be over oil, but over water.
The pipeline originates in Alberta,
Canada, and goes through North Dakota, Minnesota, and ends in Superior Wisconsin. In Minnesota alone,
it crosses 23 rivers (twice through the
Mississippi), more than 200 bodies of
water and 75 miles of wetlands. What
is its carbon footprint? “Line 3 could
emit between 35 and 193 million tons
of CO2 annually, according to the
project’s environmental impact statement—the latter being the equivalent
of 45 new coal-fired power plants
coming online, or 38 million cars
being added to the road, according to
multiple independent scientists.”
The permitting process for the Line
3 pipeline through North Dakota and
Wisconsin seemed to be put on a fast
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track. Both governors were in bed
with the fossil fuel industry. When
Donald Trump came into power, he
immediately cleared away all environmental protection measures at the
federal level and gave the states the
power they needed to keep the fossil
fuel industry in business.
In addition to the wetlands and
rivers, the expanded pipeline goes
through extensive 1855 Treaty territory, putting many sacred Mahnoomin (wild rice) beds in danger.
The 1855 Treaty was made by the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribes with
the U.S. government and guarantees
the tribes’ rights to hunt, fish, gather
medicines, travel freely within, and
govern the land while living in peace
with their white settler neighbors.
In Minnesota, we believed we had
a governor and state regulatory commissions and environmental protection agencies that had the political
will to stand up for the environment.
The Native American community
came out in large numbers to support
Tim Walz for governor. His campaign promises included upholding
the rights guaranteed in the 1855
Treaty. After his election and with
the coming of the Trump administration, we watched the dark spirits of
greed, power, and corruption roll
over the spirits of justice for the
common good like a dense fog that
drifts in, making it very difficult to
follow your moral compass.
As we watched all hope in the legal
and political systems diminish, the
Native American community, led
primarily by Anishinaabe women,
pulled together to create an Indigenous-led nonviolent resistance movement to stop Line 3. They doubled
down in their efforts to give legal
teeth to the 1855 Treaty.
Support came from faith-based
groups, nonprofits, environmental
organizations, scientists, BPOC
groups, the American Indian Movement, Black Lives Matter, Democratic Socialists of America, anarchist movements, and I am proud to
say, the Catholic Worker movement.
Thousands came from all over the
country to protect the water and
mother earth. Mobile resistance
camps set up all along the newly permitted 327-mile route. In the dead of
winter in Northern Minnesota, where
temperatures regularly dip below
zero degrees Fahrenheit, we camped,
prayed, sang songs, and put our bodies on the line to stop the black snake.
Continued on page 7

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY
In reality, we are dealing with the ultimate form of idolatry, blasphemy, the mockery and
rejection of YHWH, the ultimate contempt for all forms of life, therefore, the ultimate evil.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS; GODS OF METAL
By MIKE WISNIEWSKI

T

here are more words that can
be written on this subject
alone than the column space
in this newspaper contains.
However, one certainty exists.
Nuclear weapons are one of the two
most critical, terrifying, moral, and
spiritual issues facing our nation,
and planet—our common home. The
other is the climate crisis, and both
are interconnected. The U.S. imperial
war machine is the largest consumer
of fossil fuels and one of the greatest
polluters on the planet. With these
two crises, the entirety of YHWH’s
“good” creation is utterly threatened
unlike at any time in human history.
As I write, the tension between the
U.S./NATO and Russia over Ukraine
is impulsively escalating, primarily
due to U.S./NATO aggression and expansion, which could easily turn into
WWIII, including the possible use of
nuclear weapons, which is diabolical
insanity. The vital questions then are:
Do we not, as individuals and collectively, fear God’s judgment? Can
we not realize the spiritual aspect and
consequences of these crises?
In reality, we are dealing with the
ultimate form of idolatry, blasphemy,
the mockery and rejection of YHWH,
the ultimate contempt for all forms of
life, and therefore, the ultimate evil.
The first biblical truth is that God
created all things and named them
“good” and “very good,” including
nuclear matter (like the sun, which
generates its energy by continuous
nuclear fusion of hydrogen nuclei into
helium). However, it is what humans
have made with nuclear matter that
has brought about this ultimate evil.
The intrinsic demonic evil of
nuclear weapons, first developed and
solely used by the U.S., is easily perceived in various ways. At the outset,
I believe it imperative to realize the
distain for and mockery of God. The
first atomic bomb test, the result of
the Manhattan Project (1939-1946),
was code-named “Trinity” and tested
on July 16, 1945, in New Mexico.
“Trinity,” as we know in the Christian
faith, is the phrase used for the three
beings present in YHWH who subsist
in one nature—Creator, Redeemer,
and Sanctifying Spirit, who create and
are life-giving.
Secondly, the first atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima, on August 6,
1945, was on the feast of the “Transfiguration.” The “Transfiguration,” as
we know, was the mountaintop event
when Jesus, with Peter, James, and
John present, was changed in appearance in the presence of Moses and
Elijah with the glory of God made
manifest. In a cloud that overshadowed them, a voice said, “This is
my Son, my Chosen; listen to him!”
Recall that Jesus later mandated that
we love our neighbors as ourselves,
love and worship God alone, pray
for our enemies, and rely on God for
security. How, then, can we honestly
uphold these mandates while planning and preparing to literally incinerate God’s creation in its entirety?
This not only is an absolute mockery
of who the Trinitarian God is, but an
absolute rejection of and contempt
for God and all that God created and
called “good” and “very good.” Moreover, if this is the utmost evil in human

history, then according to our Christian
faith, the U.S. is the most malicious
and revolting empire in human history.
Case in point: One of the greatest
myths, greatest lies, in U.S. history
that still prevails to this day, is that the
A-bombs used on Hiroshima and Nagasaki were necessary to save tens of
thousands of U.S. military personnel
lives that would have been lost in the
full invasion being considered. According to various sources, including
historian Gar Alperovitz (in Atomic
Diplomacy, The Decision To Use
The Atomic Bomb and an extensive
interview in Sojourners Magazine,
August-September 1985), former
U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower (in Mandate For Change),
the University of Chicago scientists
who published The Franck Report,
June 11, 1945, former Los Alamos
nuclear scientist Robert Wilson, and
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers officer
Lieutenant General Leslie Groves, Jr.
(in Hiroshima In America), among
others, indicated either it was NOT
advisable to use it, or NOT necessary
as Japan was already defeated and
ready to surrender. Emperor Hirohito
only wanted assurance that he could
retain his throne and not be banished
from power in disgrace, which was
agreeable with the U.S.
The primary reason for the decision
to use the Bomb, then, was an imperialist move, with malice, to prove
to Russia (and the world) that the
U.S. was now the world superpower,
specifically related to its quest for
global hegemony. More than 240,000
innocent human beings were unnecessarily and willfully annihilated, some
vaporized, with many more suffering
the effects of radiation poisoning for
decades, all for the sole demonic purpose of displaying military strength,
the power of death, and destruction.
The Manhattan Project and resulting atomic, and later hydrogen, then
thermonuclear bombs became the
idols, the gods of metal this nation
serves, worships, and trusts in for security. Therefore, from a biblical perspective, it is Satan himself, the angel
of death and destruction, in whom the
U.S. Empire believes and trusts, and
in whom it places all its faith. (Bear in
mind the first Commandment, “I am
the Lord, your God; you shall have no
strange gods before me.”) Hence, the
ultimate form of idolatry, and the ultimate blasphemy. We should ask: How
will this impact our future generations? What happened to other empires
in human history that rejected God?
To be clear, in Hiroshima and Nagasaki were the only times these diabolical weapons were actually used.
However, since 1946, there have been
numerous times when presidents seriously considered, and in fact threatened other nations with their use, yet
stopped short of pushing the button,
as presidential advisors unsuccessfully promoted and encouraged their
use. (See Daniel Ellsberg’s book The
Doomsday Machine, and Joseph Gerson’s book With Hiroshima Eyes.)
However, another form of nuclear
weaponry deceptively described as
“depleted uranium” (DU) munitions,
has been used by the U.S. in at least
three conflicts: Iraq, Bosnia, and Syria, all with disastrous consequences
to both U.S. military personnel, and
targeted noncombatants.

Of the 12,700 nuclear weapons
on the planet, more than 90% are
owned by the United States and Russia; seven other countries have the
rest. Approximately 2,000 of these
warheads—held by the U.S., Russia,
Britain, and France—are on perpetual
high alert, which means they are ready
to be employed within seconds of an
order. The United States has nuclear
weapons located not only here in this
nation, but around the planet, including in Europe; about 100 of its B61
nuclear gravity bombs are based in
Belgium, Germany, Italy, Netherlands,
and Turkey—all NATO states. In
2018-19, the United States unilaterally
withdrew from the 1987 IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty,
an arms control agreement with Russia. Russia then answered in kind.
Clearly, the U.S. has maliciously
planned and intends to use thermonuclear weapons at some point and
on some scale, particularly in a first
strike (or preemptively). The U.S.
Empire is fully dedicated to their
development and use, more so now
than in the past. Beginning with
President Obama, then Trump, and
now Biden, more than a TRILLION
dollars have already been allocated to
“modernize” the entire U.S. nuclear
arsenal and their delivery systems,
which includes the “mini-nukes” or
“low-yield” nuclear weapons now
deployed on at least one Ohio-class
submarine, the USS Tennessee, and
most likely on more. Let us not forget
the U.S. imperial quest to put nuclear
weapons in space. I must ask: If all
this is not demonic evil, what is?
It has been stated, and many still
believe, that the “deterrence” strategy has thus far been successful and
will continue as such. However, it
cannot be denied that this approach
itself has displayed a woeful lack
of concern, indeed, contempt for
the planet’s future, and thus must
be considered equally immoral and
sinful. Moreover, accidents can and
often do happen. Plus there is the
grim quandary of nuclear waste;
the radiation in spent fuel lasts for
hundreds of thousands of years, and
its safe disposal is impossible. The
longer this continues, the more lethal
it will get. Look to the Fukushima
meltdown as an example.
On January 22, 2021, the U.N.
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons made nuclear weapons
illegal. This historic international
agreement, the result of a prolonged
struggle by the International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
(ICAN), along with many non-nuclear states, bans the development, testing, production, acquisition, possession, stockpiling, and the threatened
use of nuclear weapons. Signed by
86 nations and ratified by 50 nations,
the treaty became international law.
However, the U.S., along with the
other eight nuclear powers, has
refused to sign the treaty or agree to
its principles. Yet since its ratification,
another nine nations have signed on.
Within the Catholic Church over
the past several decades, popes and
bishops have written several documents that consistently challenged the
legitimacy and morality of nuclear
weapons anddeterrence, as well as the
arms race itself, and have called all
people of faith to recognize this evil.

Such documents date back to 1963,
with Pope John XXIII’s encyclical Pacem in Terris. Throughout
the decades, other documents were
released as well.
Recently, Pope Francis, in a 2017
document, became the first pope to
outrightly condemn the possession of
nuclear weapons, saying, “If we also
take into account the risk of an accidental detonation as a result of error
of any kind, the threat of their use, as
well as their very possession, is to be
firmly condemned.” Moreover, a 2014
Vatican study document said, “The
use of nuclear weapons is absolutely
prohibited.” More recently, a pastoral
letter by Archbishop John C. Wester
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, where two
of the three nation’s nuclear research
laboratories exist (Los Alamos and
Sandia), along with the largest U.S.
repository of nuclear weapons at Kirkland Air Force Base, also condemned
nuclear weapons and called for nuclear
disarmament to protect the planet.
What, then, can we do? How can
we get motivated to act so that our
descendants have a safe and better
life than what currently exists? As is
written in the U.S. Constitution, “We
the people” must act to “establish
justice, insure domestic tranquility,
provide for the common defense,
promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity (future
generations).” This means that since
we have a corrupt and failed system,
a system that principally serves the
beneficiaries of war—the oligarchs
in control of nearly every aspect of
government, the economy, and everything else—it becomes requisite
that we, individually and collectively,
stand up for what is morally right
and against what is depraved and
life-threatening. It not only is our
right, but also an inherent obligation.
We can no longer rely on those in
government who, for the most part,
refuse to serve the common good,
or at most give mere lip service, but
rather have chosen to serve what
is best for the ruling elite—corporate profits at all costs, including
the planet. The central problem, as
Dorothy Day correctly articulated,
is our acceptance of this filthy rotten
system, which I might add is evil,
corrupt, and utterly rotten to the core,
and therefore irredeemable.
This means, first and foremost, to
pray and take Jesus’ words seriously,
relying on the Spirit for wisdom,
courage, and direction, the next step
is to organize: form community with
family, friends, neighbors, church
groups, etc, build solidarity, and take
to the streets. Make use of repeated
general strikes and other forms of
creative nonviolent resistance and
nonviolent direct action. There is no
other option. To believe otherwise is
futile. All life hangs in the balance.
For me, fasting, reading Scripture,
and praying for truth and direction,
along with relying on common sense
(what my heart was telling me),
began the process that has led me to
where I am today. During the late
1970s through the early1990s, the
U.S. was supporting brutal and ruthless governments in Latin America
(with our tax dollars), specifically in
El Salvador, that were disappearing,
Continued on page 7
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MOVE INTO ACTION

E

rika Chenowith (et al.) found that 3.5% of a population has
to be moved into nonviolent direct action for change to become possible. Yet we know most people do not currently care
enough to act. Fortunately, we also know that 100% of Agitator
readers care. Therefore, we need each of you perusing these words
to move into action (bringing your friends along with you as soon as
possible).
For many of us, our movement into action is not always linear, and
our journeys are seldom the same as others. The following activities serve to help you consider what is needed for you to move from
someone who cares, someone whose heart breaks at the realities of
our world, into someone who moves into committed, accountable,
strategic collective action for a transformed world.
We encourage you to make time, begin with prayer, grab some paper and a writing tool, and dig into these questions and prompts. The
more honest you are, the better prepared you will be to step off the
sidewalk and into the streets (literally & metaphorically) in a serious, faithful, and effective way. Not only will our spirits appreciate
these acts of integrity, but we just might be a part of the community
that helps heal our world. Will you dare take another step into this
effort to save the earth, your descendants, and your own soul?

FINDING YOUR “WHY?”
People like me get into justice
work because we are angry that systems and structures are unfair. However, when the going gets tough, too
many of us drift away, consumed
by other cares and concerns in our
lives. Yet our skills, energy, and commitments are needed for the long
haul. What WILL sustain us is having a personal stake, understanding
why it is in our personal interest to
struggle for a better world.
When it comes to the climate crisis
and the threat of nuclear war, our
personal stake is pretty obvious: heat,
floods, and famine will make the
world uninhabitable for most living
beings, and the short and long-term
effects of nuclear war will speed all
of these up—if anything still exists.
But our personal stake in this work
goes much deeper. Take a few minutes to jot down some thoughts to

the following prompts:
• How do unjust systems (racism, sexism, etc) hurt people
you love?
• How do these systems hurt or
dehumanize you?
• What are the needs/struggles
you (or those you love) have
that do not always get met
or prioritized in our current
society?
• What would it mean for you to
live in a society where all your
needs (and those of those you
love) were met without question?
• How does a world where others can be thrown away put us at
risk of also being thrown away?
• What might it mean for our
society if everyone’s needs were
met?

A COMMITMENT TO ACCOUNTABILITY
How many of us have committed to practices aimed at achieving one
thing, only to realize later that this was the wrong path? How many of
us have made New Year’s resolutions or Lenten commitments only to
remember weeks or months later that we have not been doing them?
We all do better with structures and relationships of accountability.
These will help ensure that what we have committed to could actually
achieve the ends we desire, as well as ensure that we are actually doing
the things we say we will be doing.
ISSUE ACCOUNTABILITY:
First and foremost, we must be accountable to those directly impacted by an issue. If we care about struggling for affordable and
supportive housing for all people, for example, then our actions must
be accountable to real people experiencing housing insecurity. This will
ensure that we center tactics and uplift strategies that could actually accomplish the things that are needed. This keeps us from spinning our
wheels or wasting our time (as much as is possible). So, what people
or organizations can you build accountability relationships
with? Are they made up of or accountable to those directly
impacted? How might you build relationships of accountability to them?
PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY:
With all the responsibilities, pressures, and fears in our lives, we need
to build relationships of accountability that will help us follow through
on our commitments. Rather than burdening those directly impacted
with this responsibility, how can we find people who share
similar social locations or personal identities who would also
benefit from a relationship of accountability? How can we
invite them into practices of shared accountability? How can
we ask each other tough questions, reflect back the things we
observe, and ensure we do not renege on our commitments?

DEEPENING OUR POLITICAL ANALYSIS
However, we need more than just to be kept accountable, we need
to expand our understanding of the issues before us and deepen our
ability to discern the best paths forward. Some of this we can do by
ourselves, other parts require (and benefit from) the help of others.
For too many of us, our simplistic understanding of the problems
around us keep us both from knowing where best to push and what
we have to gain by demanding better. Here are some questions that
might help us practice digging deeper into our understanding of the
social problems before us today:
• What is one issue that feels most urgent for you? (Ex. climate
change,
the proliferation of nuclear weapons, houselessness…)

ASSESSING OUR ASSETS
When we move into action, it is helpful to know what we (and our communities) have at our disposal to bring to individuals and groups working for
change. Our skills, resources, and relationships help us build power and get
leveraged to make tangible shifts in the systems, policies, and worlds we
move through. Take time to write out as many items as you can:
• What skills, gifts and talents do I/my community have?
• What (physical, political, economic, etc) resources do we have available
to us?

• Why are those who can change this not doing what is needed?
There is plenty that we can do on our own to better understand the
nuances of the answers to these questions. AND, until we develop
the lens to be able to see these things, sometimes it feels like we are
standing at a cliff with no clear bridge to cross the divide. That is why
teachers, mentors, and companions along the journey are so important for our growth and commitment to this work.
• Who has served as a mentor or teacher in your life?
• Who might you consider reaching out to or engaging to help you
deepen your political analysis and understanding of this issue?
What person, group, or organization could support your growth in
this crucial skill?
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community with a deep commitment to joys far deeper than “fun.”
I am not harmed by this system, so why should I care?
You are harmed by it. (More to come on that soon.)
I have more pressing needs. I do not have time for this.
There is no denying that we sense an urgency to meet other needs
in our lives. But with a little foresight, we can set ourselves up to
better meet our needs by building a community of care and changing the systems that force these needs on us.
This is why we have governments. They are responsible for this stuff.
Governments and their officials have made an art of diffusing
responsibility and prioritizing interests that do not favor the common good. Many of our problems exist because of their inaction
(or action). Let us take responsibility to do our part AND push
hard to force them to build the world we need and deserve.
I am already doing my part.
There is no shortage of work to do and it is easy to assume our
busy-ness means we are on the right path. But being busy and
staying involved is not enough. We must be faithful, yes, but we
also must be strategic in how we use our time and skills.
Systems never change.
Not with attitudes like that. History confirms that, in fact, they have
changed dramatically over the millennia. And the inspiration for
change has, at times, come from the most unlikely places.
Pushing against my friends and family is exhausting.
That sounds about right. And while it is our responsibility to “get
our people,” that does not mean we have to be resigned to spaces
that simply drain us. Searching out individuals committed to the
struggle for a different kind of world often brings us into contact
with an incredible community of care. All the things we have
wanted but perhaps never obtained from our family and friends are
possible here: intimacy, tenderness, acceptance, the ability to be our
full selves without fear of being thrown away, and the commitment
to self-care, relaxation, joy, and healing.
It makes me too uncomfortable.
We need to get comfortable being uncomfortable because growth
only happens in the zone beyond our comfort zones. We must be
bold…and that boldness will lead us to make mistakes. If we never
risk making a mistake, we will never experience the world we aneed
and deserve.

I am a___________. It is the ___________ that are the problem.
Many people like to blame an opposing political viewpoint, or a
different geographic region of the nation, or people of other faiths
for the problems. But the more we refuse to see the part people
like us play in the problems before us, the longer our solutions will
fail to be deep enough to make the changes we need. This does not
mean we ignore the harms and responsibilities of other groups, it just
means we do not forget to look at ourselves as well.
I volunteer in my free time.
While service is good, St. Vincent de Paul reminds us: “It is not enough
to give soup and bread. This the rich can do. You are the servant of the
poor.” Our charity—important as it is—must be matched by an equal
effort to create a more just world. More is required of us than charity,
and for Christians, more is demanded. This involves changing the unjust systems and structures that make our service necessary.
Someone else will do it.
Besides Christ’s clear command to be the Good Samaritan, those
“someone elses” and “others” have yet to change unjust structures. We
need more people.
We need you!
I am not skilled enough.
For some, our sense of inadequacy is conditioned into us. For others, it is
an excuse to justify our inaction. Either way, your skills and unique contributions are needed! They might be what is needed to tip the scales.
I am just one person, and one person is not enough.
One person is not enough. But we each have been inspired and
mentored by particular individuals whose presences made a profound
impact on our lives. And all of you reading this are much more than
one. Remember: You cannot have two until you have one.
This work is not fun.
In a world built to exploit your lesser fantasies and cravings, this
work may not initially stimulate your simpler desires. However, in the
struggle for liberation and hope and life, we move as a beautiful
What other excuses do you have? If you cannot identify the problems
community with a deep commitment to joys far deeper than “fun.”
with them, contact us and we will happily send you some ideas.

NEVER SHOW UP ALONE
(A script to call a friend)

It can feel scary to call someone or to make an ask of them, but don’t skip this. We have to practice talking to people. Let’s start
with someone(s) who you think care both about you and a more just world. Give them a call and use this script and prompts (if you
find them helpful) to connect and commit to a next step together. In all likelihood, they will be honored that you chose to reach out
to them.
Part 1: GREETING

THE BEST WAY TO LEARN?
IN ACTION!
Many of us believe that, before we can move into action to
work for change, we must learn more information. So we read
books, listen to podcasts, watch documentaries and movies,
and talk and talk and talk.
In reality, we learn more in action than in trainings, studying, conversations, and debates. Action is where the concepts
become real, where they have to come in contact with real
lives.
But sometimes, the expectations we put on ourselves to
become perfect before we act are a trait we are intentionally
socialized into to keep us from acting. We become fearful of
saying and doing “the wrong thing.” So, let us move into action rather than waiting to be perfect: “Let us not love in word
or speech but in deed and in truth” (1 John 3:18).

• What are the tangential effects that come from a crisis like this?
• How are the current “solutions” offered actually insufficient?
How are we encouraged to pursue individual band-aids rather
than the systemic changes needed to eradicate this problem?

For many of us, our commitment to stepping into action is hindered
by the excuses we make about why we are not more involved. Here we
take a moment to break down and dissect the common things that keep
us from action. For more information on any of these, please reach out.

• Who do we have relationships with or connections to that can be invited
into this work?

• What are the direct short-term and long-term outcomes for our
world and the people in it if we do not transform this crisis?
• Who benefits in the short term from this crisis?

EXCUSES THAT KEEP US FROM
TAKING ACTION

WHEN WE FIGHT…WE WIN!
This is an expression that is often used in a lot of organizing efforts
here in Los Angeles. Though it may sound simplistic, idealistic, and
maybe somewhat naive, it is in fact anything but.
And for those of us who have not yet committed ourselves to the
long-term, sustained work needed of us, we do not always have the
lens to see how those fighting for justice are winning.
But these three things are true:
1. When no one fights, nothing changes.
2. At first glance, though the opposition may seem to have more
resources, our ability to pressure them and grow our power and wear
them out is interminable.
3. Our faithfulness and strategic resilience will always force them to
make changes and give up certain dimensions. And the more that
we continue to pressure them, the more we gain.

“Hey, _____________. How are you doing?”
“Last time we talked you mentioned __________. How is that?”
Part 2: PERSONAL CONNECTION
“I am calling you today because I was asked to think of and reach out to someone I know and care about who:
• Is heartbroken at the state of the world
• Believes a better world is possible
• Might be as foolish as me to believe we could be a part of changing that world
I remember__________” (Share a story/memory you have of something THEY said or did or that you all experienced together that
made you see them as the kind of person who cares)
“I’d love to hear if you think the same about yourself. Do you see yourself as someone who dreams about a different world?”
[Prompts to help them dig deeper and share more details]
• Say more about that.
• I really resonated with __________.
• Where does that come from? Who or what instilled that in you?
• I am curious, what are you currently doing in your life to try and bring that vision to fruition?
[Share a story about a time YOU realized that you cared about seeing a different kind of world]
Part 3: WHAT DO WE DO?
“One of the reasons I am calling is because I know that the more people trying to bring about this new world, the better off we all
will be. And I believe you and I will continue to be a part of this work if we can rely on each other.
• I know it would be helpful for me to have someone to check in with and to be accountable to so that I
don’t let the hecticness of life get in the way of this work. Would you mind if we checked in once a
month to see how we have continued to be in this work?”
• I also know that we are more likely to stay committed if we have something we are working towards. As a next step,
I propose we:
• Reach out to ___________ (organization) to see what they are doing to address the issue of
and to consider joining them for one action.
• Make a list of five people we each know and invite them to join us.
• What do you say? Will you join me?”
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY

TAKING A LOOK AT
DON’T LOOK UP
By JOSHUA FLAUGHER

S

ome of the most contentious
political debates, in the U.S.
today, hinge on science: How
is COVID-19 transmitted?
Do vaccines work? Is human activity
causing the planet to get warmer?
What does “99% probability” mean?
Now, ideally, scientific facts should
transcend politics; but, unfortunately,
politics often goes to war against science whenever the facts are inconvenient. And that is the theme of the hit
Netflix movie Don’t Look Up.
The film is a satirical dark comedy depicting what happens when
a gigantic, planet-killing comet is
discovered on a collision course with
Earth, and the response from the
Trumpian powers-that-be is not what
we would hope for.
(Note: This article will be discussing certain plot points, so if you have
not seen the movie and you do not
want to know specific details, consider this your spoiler warning.)
Don’t Look Up, follows some of
the classic “doomsday” movie tropes:
an existential threat to all life on
Earth that requires a heroic leader to
guide our collective action to overcome the threat. Then it turns worrisomely relevant to today: What if half
the public does not believe there is a
comet, and the few experts who have
any experience in aerospace comet
prevention are overruled by political
hacks or insider billionaires?
Astronomers discover a comet and
are able to project its course; there
is about six months until it collides
with Earth. A lot of the movie’s early
humor is derived from the contrast between the urgency of the scientists and
the relative apathy of the politicians.
(Seriously, this is your last spoiler
warning) At first, the president
orders the space shuttle fleet to be
taken out of mothballs for a comet
intercept mission. However, the mission to deflect the comet is aborted
shortly after launch when it is discovered that the comet contains $140

trillion worth of rare materials. Political discourse then shifts from trying
to destroy the planet-killer comet to
trying to mine it for its resources.
Instead of pushing the comet safely
away from Earth, the goal becomes
breaking the comet into smaller
pieces, which can impact the planet
without causing catastrophic damage,
and allow their highly coveted resources to be collected and exploited.
This new for-profit mission is
conceived and conducted by a weirdo
tech billionaire (sound familiar?)
who promises to lead humanity into a
bold new era, but in practice, is more
concerned with self-promotion.
When the solutions fall short of
their promised effectiveness, the
comet hits the Earth, setting off a
global shockwave that flattens cities
and kills nearly everyone on the
planet in a matter of minutes.
The killer comet crisis in Don’t
Look Up is a fairly obvious metaphor
for the real-life planetary threats
before us. We face a seriously urgent
climate crisis, a crisis that has the
potential to destroy all life on Earth,
or at the very least damage it irreversibly; and our ability to respond to
this crisis in meaningful and effective
ways is significantly impeded by political leaders and prominent figures
in the media and corporate industries
who have spent countless hours and
billions of dollars to convince people
that the crisis is not real and the
countermeasures are at best a waste of
time and at worst “a threat to liberty.”
This is a movie tackling big themes
with serious consequences. Hollywood
often avoids movies with an overt
political message, and this movie definitely has one. But are people getting
the message? It is weird—because it
is about politics, but at the same time,
it is not just about politics. The movie
deals with scientific warnings and how
we deal with science. It goes beyond
politics to look at scientific emergencies that should not be political but
have been politicized because they are
politically inconvenient.

RECKONING WITH
OUR MISSION HISTORIES

By MATT HARPER

E

fforts for indigenous justice
must include the voices
of the victims of settler
colonialism, or else we run
the risk of prioritizing the solutions
we want versus those Native people
deserve. So, when Dr. Jonathan
Cordero articulated the necessity of
the Catholic Church acknowledging
the truths of the California mission
system as the first step in making
repair for their harms, we knew this
was a step that required our serious
attention and commitment.
Our Challenging the Conventional
Narrative: Telling the Truth about
the California Missions session
gave more than 200 people the opportunity to begin to consider what
those truths are. But we knew that
Catholics and others of faith and
goodwill learning this history was
not the same as our Church naming
them. And we knew that, too often,
our Church is able to avoid having to
account for narratives that challenge
theirs because they feel no pressure
to act. Silence is politically safer.
So, at the start of Lent, our Reckoning
with Our Mission Histories group
launched an online petition (bit.ly/
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LentenCommitment) to get Archbishop Gomez to acknowledge the
sinful legacy of our mission heritage.
Having already acknowledged the
failures in the founding of Mission San
Gabriel “that caused much suffering and pain,” we ask him simply to
enumerate the harms that our Church
was responsible for perpetuating,
tolerating, and supporting.
In the first two weeks of Lent,
more than 230 people have signed
our petition, and we continue to look
for more people to join us in asking
this President of the United States
Catholic Conference of Bishops to
do this much needed work. But we
know we cannot simply wait for this
work to be done.
So, we have begun to explore
the parts of our Church’s history
where our leaders have modeled the
willingness to accept the invitation to
name wrongs and seek forgiveness:
Archbishop Christodoulous called on
Pope John Paul II to take responsibility for “the traumatic experiences that
resulted from the unbrotherly behavior of the western world towards the
Orthodox since the Great Schism of
1054.” His invitation was to “censure
the unacceptable acts of violence
perpetrated against…Orthodox

But is the movie being hyperbolic
to liken the climate crisis to a planetkilling comet? Based on my life
experience interacting with the public
at large and the political landscape of
the country, I found Don’t Look Up
to be almost documentary-like in the
way it depicts science denialism. Everything in the movie, to me, seemed
like a dose of reality that honestly
frightened me. Yes, there are exaggerated dimensions, but those exaggerations do not come from nowhere.
They come from actual conduct by
actual people in actual positions of
power—and that is the scary part. If
you recall, in April of 2017, there was
a “Science March.” Now, why scientists should have to have a march
is a whole other question that should
be addressed; but during the march,
one of the posters that caught my
attention said, “Every disaster movie
begins with someone in charge ignoring the warnings of scientists.”
Unlike in allegories, there is
nothing hidden about the message
of this movie. The movie hits you
over the head: The comet is going to
come and destroy everyone; how are
we going to react? The movie even
looks at how we receive this kind of
planetary existential warnings. Those
who wish to save the Earth then
have to fight through the muck of our
superficial, ADD (Attention Deficit
Disorder) style of discourse, weighed
down by the selfish consumerism of
late-stage capitalism. The frustrated
scienctist has the job to understand
what is objectively true in the universe and make people pay attention.
Like now, few people listen. From
social media to the political mayhem
to the tribalism fused with willful ignorance as people succumb to
groupthink without regard to objectively true information, he cannot get
them to hear his warnings.
The tribalism combined with willful ignorance and science denialism
really resonates with our modern
socio-political landscape. And this
type of scientific denialism can put
the entire planet in danger. When the
President tells a MAGA-like crowd
not to look up because the “scientists just want them to be afraid,” the
crowd literally starts chanting in the

face of this potential comet, “Don’t
Look Up! Don’t Look Up! Don’t
Look Up!” They choose to avoid
using their eyes to find out if there is
actually a comet that is about to kill
them, their family, and everyone and
everything else. Hundreds or thousands of people are gathered outside
at night while the comet predicted to
be there by the scientists is literally
visible in the sky—and people are
taking what is objectively true and
creating a political message that is
not true and getting people to then
believe what is not true.
When I think about what our world
could do to change the trajectory we
are on, one solution might be how we
teach science in school. In school, we
are taught that science is a collection
of facts. You learn the facts and then
you regurgitate them for the final exam
and then you go home. This leads too
many people to say, “Science doesn’t
know what it’s talking about” when
they later hear that one of those facts
learned in school has been modified
or updated. That is because they did
not learn science as it should have
been taught: As a way of investigating
nature; as a method for decoding what
is or is not true in this universe.
There is no other enterprise that human beings have ever conducted that
rivals the scientific method in its ability to establish what is objectively true
and what is not. If the vast majority of
people do not understand that, we are
all in big trouble. I am talking about
science on the epistemological level.
I am talking about how we know
what we know and whether we have
gained new information that proves a
previous premise wrong—which then
causes people to say things like, “Oh,
the CDC updated its guidelines. They
must not know what they’re talking
about.” Wrong. Science is a process
that is continually updating itself in
the face of new data.
The culpability of some of the
media deserves attention, too. When
scientists know something with 99%
or 98.5% certainty, it is not up to the
media to take that 1% or 1.5% and
turn it into a rebuttal. You do not say,
“Oh, there’s still an open margin of
error so let’s give equal time so both
Continued on page 7

peoples” and condemn the “injustices committed against them by the
Christian West,” which “remain as
open wounds.” Pope John Paul II responded: “Certainly, we are burdened
by past and present controversies and
by enduring misunderstandings. But
in a spirit of mutual charity these can
and must be overcome, for that is
what the Lord asks of us. Clearly
there is a need for a liberating process
of purification of memory. For the
occasions past and present, when sons
and daughters of the Catholic Church
have sinned by action or omission
against their Orthodox brothers and
sisters, may the Lord grant us the
forgiveness we beg of him.”
But we have also begun to name
some of the sins of the mission
system in the hopes of jogging
the memory of Church historians
and growing discontentment in the
people of God: The missionaries
wrapped the offer of faith in the
mantle of empire, as an arm of the
Spanish imperial land (and people)
grab, under the power of a gun.
The Church allowed empire to use
its people, theology, and labors for
imperial interests. In doing this, our
Church suggested imperial power
was indispensable for spreading
faith, a betrayal to our early Christian
communities who spread their faith
at risk of death by those same powers
and principalities. Yet in many ways,
the Church became a rubber stamp

for empire, called upon to justify
colonial desires without concern for
those who were the victims of this
covetousness. In choosing alliance
with empire, the offer of faith could
not yield acts of faith freely given,
and moreso, obscured the eyes of the
Church from seeing or caring about
the impacts of Church actions on the
Indigenous of Alta California who
were the objects of such coercive,
systemic power.
And so we continue our work.
Please sign our petition. Please
spread the word to people you know
who might support our efforts. And
please consider joining us for the
Stations of the Missionary Cross
(listed on the back cover of this
Agitator) to consider how the passion and death of Jesus was reflected
in the California mission system.
Though the war in Ukraine deserves
our attention and indignation, let us
not forget the continued violence
done to the first stewards of the land
we currently reside on. These violent
realities are the result of the same
things: imperial greed, a cultural of
“disposability,” and more. Struggling
for a just set of relations here is part
of the struggle for just relations
everywhere.
Ω
Matt Harper is a Los Angeles Catholic Worker community member and
co-editor of the Agitator

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY
NOTICE: Due to extensive copy and space limitations, an editorial decision was made to suspend
On The Line for this issue. It will return in the June issue. Apologies.
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Hennacy House illustration by Becky McIntyre

COVID hit within months of the
Line 3 construction phase. We had
hoped it would slow down and even
stop the construction, which was
also on a fast track deadline. However, even during strict lockdowns
imposed on everyone except essential workers in the state of Minnesota, Enbridge Energy pipeline
workers never missed a beat. They
seemed to be exempt from any community health-related restriction.
Water protectors took lots of
precautions and persevered in
prayer camps and on the front lines.
Construction of the expanded and
rerouted Line 3 tar sands pipeline
started in November 2019. It was
completed in September 2021. Over
1000 water protectors were arrested
and face charges ranging from petty
misdemeanors to felonies. Many of
us logged in jail time as we awaited
bond hearings and arraignment. As
of early 2022, the vast majority of
us have not had our day in court.
Most are still in pretrial litigation.
Although initially we felt defeated,
we are coming to the understanding that we may have lost the battle
against Enbridge Energy tar sands
pipeline project, but we have not
yet lost the war being perpetrated
against our mother earth. Through
this resistance we, non-indigenous
peoples in particular, have come
to understand in a much deeper
and real way our interdependence
with all creation. The water, soil,
microorganisms, rocks, crawling
beings, flying beings, four-legged
beings, are all in this fight with us.
Or maybe, we are in this fight with
them. We are an incredible force,
a force more powerful if we work
together for the common good.
One of the hardest myths that the
white Christian population needs
to overcome is this lie that we have
been told that says humans are created in the image of God, and God
has given humans dominion over all
God’s creation. As time has gone
on and as the institutional churches
make their beds with the state, those
Christian teachings and doctrines
have relegated all non-human beings to the status of resources to be
used for our benefit to glorify God.
IT IS ALL A LIE! The Indigenous
people around the world have been
trying to tell us this. God has been
trying to tell us this through the
saints, the prophets, and angels that
live amongst us. That sacred, coded
wisdom from God lies within all
life, but we non-indigenous, primarily Western, white Christian people,
with all our superiority and smarts
do not understand the language. The
Indigenous people certainly under-
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torturing, and murdering tens of
thousands of their own citizens,
along with priests, bishops, nuns,
and other church workers.
Reading the newspaper and the
Bible, not only the Gospels, but
also Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians
12:12-26, were an epiphany for me,
particularly verses 25-26, which
emphasize that, “…there be no
division in the body, but that the
parts may have the same concern
for one another. If one part suffers,
all the parts suffer with it.” This
forced me to realize that part of my
taxes (my support) were being used
to destroy part of the same body of
Christ to which I belonged with my
Latin American sisters and brothers
in Christ. I could no longer remain
silent, as silence in the midst of evil is
complicity and therefore itself evil. I
had to act. Attending protests against
U.S. policy eventually led to my arrest
at the SOA (School of the Americas)
at Fort Benning, GA, where Central

American troops involved in such
atrocities were (and still are) trained.
Prayer and fasting helped ease the
angst I felt and allowed me to pass
through the door that I dreaded in
going to prison. My faith journey has
also led me, since the early 1980s, to
protest against U.S. nuclear policy
at various locations, and again get
arrested and serve jail time.
We have the prophetic witness
demonstrated by several “Plowshares” activists, including the
Berrigans (Daniel and Philip, and
Phil’s wife Elizabeth McAlister),
and Dorothy Day, along with many
others who have learned to see with
new eyes, the eyes of faith, and who
have and continue to stand against
this demonic evil because YHWH
calls all people to love and serve
Her/Him with our whole being. We
need to heed their boldness in speaking truth to power and pulling back
the curtain of obscurity to expose
and confront the lies presented to us.
It is imperative, then, that each of
us does something to transform the
present reality; it is part of the cross
we must bear (see Mk. 8:27-38).
Today, I act so that my two-yearold great grandson Alexander has a
future. I call upon God for direction and strength to persevere in
this struggle to save the planet and
defeat the demonic powers that seek
the destruction of God’s creation.
If people of faith take God’s call
to heart, and act, we will live in
obedience and be strengthened by
God’s grace, God’s help, and not
only demonstrate our faithfulness,
but experience victory in the battle;
but we must first choose to listen
and then obey. We also remember
that God’s grace is not ineffective.
In this time of utter darkness, El
Roi (the God who sees me) is asking, “Whom shall I send?” Should
not each of us answer, “Here I am
Lord! Send me.”? We cannot be
indifferent to the call and remain
faithful. We would only be deluding ourselves to believe so. Therefore, may we, each and all, answer
the call, the mandate, to become
an instrument of God’s peace, in
whatever way the Spirit may lead
us. May Elohim (the All Powerful
Creator) transform our hearts and
minds through Jesus by the power
of the Holy Spirit. And made one in
Christ, may we joyfully bear fruit
for the world’s survival, the world’s
salvation.
Jesus stated: “Where two or three
are gathered together in my name
I am in their midst” (Mt. 18:20). I
have found that working together
with others radically shifts the
significance of our journey and our
efforts. Together we are empowered
to confront the demonic powers of

Joshua Flaugher is a Los Angeles
Catholic Worker community member.

Life within the walls of Hennacy
House has been relatively “normal,”
and for that we count ourselves
fortunate. Concerned with high case
numbers at the tail end of the Omicron surge, during February we held
liturgies online only, which worked
out in our favor as we had Roman Catholic Woman Priest, Rev.
Kathleen Bellefeuille-Rice preside
from her home in Olympia, WA. We
returned to in-home liturgies in time
for Ash Wednesday led by Fr. Chris
Ponnet. We are also elated to have
Fr. Justin Claravall, associate pastor at Dolores Mission, to regularly
celebrate Mass with us.
Kateri Boucher, of Day House,
the Catholic Worker in Detroit,
stayed with us as she visited family.

She fell into our routine for the
few days while here, working at
the kitchen, reading poetry with
our housemates, and jumping right
in helping us canvas for UNITE
HERE! We spent a day in downtown
collecting signatures to get two initiatives on the ballot for the November election. Passing these initiatives
would ensure safety and a living
wage to hotel workers, like those
at the Chateau Marmont, as well as
require hotels to replace housing
they destroy at the same rent.
We are also gathering signatures
and circulating our own letter to
L.A. Archbishop Gomez during this
Lenten season. We are asking him to
publicly outline the true legacy of the
missions that established the Catholic

Church in Southern California. Only
by acknowledging past atrocities can
we work toward the reconciliation
invoked by a Jubilee year.
This most recent war occupies our
thoughts, concerns, and prayers. Our
regular anti-war vigils now seem to
fall in line with the popular opinion
of our nation. We pray the next time a
global power invades another country
unprovoked, that we might see the
same outcry and condemnation of that
regime, especially if it is the U.S.
We plan in the coming months
to take action, both personally and
as a community, to work towards a
radical conversion of our society, that
we might do our part to bring about a
kinder, more just world to pass on to
the generations to come.
Ω

stand the language of the land, beginning with the understanding that
all is sacred and all are related. Creation is not a resource. Creation is
our relative. We have a lot to learn.
There is still time to move towards a
better path.
The last verse in Zechariah’s
Canticle sums it up, “In the tender
compassion of our God, the dawn
from on high shall break upon us,
to shine on those who dwell in the
shadow of death, and to guide our
feet into the way of peace.” God has
not given up on us yet. The fight
continues. Will you join us?
Ω
Michele Naar-Obed is a longtime
Catholic Worker residing with her
partner Greg Boertje-Obed in the
Hildegard House in Duluth, MN.
Michele is one of the Four Necessity Valve Turners, who through
nonviolent direct action, turned off
the flow of tar sands oil at a safety
block valve site in Northern MN on
February 4, 2019. Both Michele and
Greg were actively involved in the
Indigenous-led Stop Line 3 campaign
and in recruiting participation from
other midwest Catholic Workers.
Below are some organizations to
connect with to learn, pray, and act
honorearth.org
interfaithpowerandlight.org
stopline3.org
rise-coalition.com
climateactionnow.com
climaterealityproject.org
catholicclimatecovenant.org
extinctionrebellion.us
thirdact.org
WISNIEWSKI cont’d from p.3

death and destruction present. We
honor El Elyon (the Most High God)
with our determination, our steadfastness in the struggle to abolish the
most diabolical weapons ever made
in human history, and the forces
and elements that brought us to this
crisis—the threat of global annihilation. NOW is the time to stand for
life!
Ω
Mike Wisniewski is a Los Angeles
Catholic Worker community member
and co-editor of the Agitator
Below are some organizations to
connect with to learn, pray, and act:
paxchristiusa.org
popularresistance.org
worldbeyondwar.org
nukewatchinfo.org
nuclearresister.org
gzcenter.org
wagingnonviolence.org
space4peace.blogspot.com
space4peace.org
nukewatch.org
uspeacecouncil.org
armscontrolcenter.org
nuclearabolitionist.blogspot.com
FLAUGHER cont’d from p.6
sides can express their views.” No.
Absolutely, not. Scientists are being
genuine when they say a measurement has 1% to 1.5% uncertainty
- since all measurements have uncertainties. Responsible scientists never
say anything is 100%. They may
say 97% or 98%. If there was a 97%
chance of you being hit by a car and
dying if you cross the street. Are you
going to cross the street? No, you
will not. You are going to wait until
those odds improve. And if more
data comes in and the scientists
update the facts, that is not a bug,
it is a feature. We simply learned
more information. You cannot judge
scientists on how long they can go
without updating what they know.
Good scientists are always changing
and updating their information.
While Don’t Look Up deals with
politics, legitimate critiques of the
media (TV, print, and online), and
science denialism, it leaves us with
a very powerful message uttered
by Dr. Randall Mindy (Leonardo
DiCaprio), “If we can’t all agree at
the bare minimum that a giant comet
the size of Mount Everest hurtling
its way towards planet Earth is not
a fucking good thing, then what the
hell happened to us?” Only silence
can follow that quote. What else is
there to say?
Ω
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SPECIAL NEEDS +
+
We are in need of double-bladed razors. NEW reading glasses 250 and up.

CANES–either adjustable metal or wood, gently used or new.
Also, men’s large crew or tube white socks. Thank you. Many blessings.

GOOD FRIDAY
STATIONS OF THE MISSIONARY CROSS
April 15, 2022 - 3pm

Meet at: San Gabriel City Hall
425 S. Mission Dr., San Gabriel, 91776
If you would rather join us virtually on Zoom, go to bit.ly/LACWViaCrucis.

SEDER OF LIBERATION

SUNDAY APRIL 24, from 3 to 8pm
• ST. BEDE THE VENERABLE CHURCH HALL •
215 Foothill Blvd., La Cañada Flintridge, 91011
Free parking behind church - enter on Crown Ave.

For information on parking or otherwise, please call 323.267.8789. Given COVID restrictions,
please call to reserve a seat and sign up to bring either a salad or dessert.
Also, please bring a bottle of wine or grape juice for your consumption during the Seder meal.

THE LOS ANGELES CATHOLIC WORKER

The Los Angeles Catholic Worker, founded in 1970, is part of the international Catholic Worker
movement. We are a resistance community that operates a free soup kitchen on Skid Row, a house
of hospitality in Boyle Heights for some of our unhoused friends from the Row, and publishes this
bi-monthly publication–the Catholic Agitator. Visit our website - https://lacatholicworker.org.
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SISTER HOUSE NETWORK:
LOS ANGELES CATHOLIC WORKER:
https://lacatholicworker.org
1. Ammon Hennacy House of Hospitality
632 N. Brittania St., Los Angeles, CA 90033-1722
(323) 267-8789
2. Hospitality Kitchen (aka Hippie Kitchen)
821 E. 6th St., Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 614-9615
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
500 W. VanBuren Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89106
(702) 647-0728 https://lvcw.org
ISAIAH HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
316 S. Cypress Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 835-6304 https://occatholicworker.org
SADAKO SASAKI HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
1321 W. 38th St., Norfolk, VA 23508
(757) 423-5420
HOUSE OF GRACE CATHOLIC WORKER
1826 E. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19125
(215) 426-0364
KIERAN PRATHER HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
672 2nd Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066
(650) 827-0706
https://catholicworkerhospitalityhouse.org
BEATITUDE HOUSE
267 Campodonico Ave., Guadalupe, CA 93434-1501
(805) 343-6322
ST. BENEDICT HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
4022 N. Cheryl Ave., Fresno, CA 93705
(559) 229-6410 http://sbcw.org – lizaOSB@aol.com
CASA COLIBRÌ CATHOLIC WORKER
Ocampo #2 Hostotipaquillo, Jalisco Mexico C.P. 46440
http://casacolibricw.com
011-52 - 386 - 744-5063 – casacolibricw@gmail.com
AMANI HOUSE - NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA
mdavidomondi@gmail.com
NEW JERSEY CATHOLIC WORKER
P.O. Box 2203, Elizabeth, NJ 07207
NJCW@riseup.net – (323) 704-9960
NEW ORLEANS CATHOLIC WORKER
1910 Constance St., New Orleans, LA 70130
(504) 457-8062 – nocw@yahoo.com
https://neworleanscatholicworker.weebly.com
VENICE CATHOLIC WORKER
https://venicecatholicworker.org

